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Blinder [Phys. Rev. A,43, 13 (1991)] has given an explicit diagonal form for the nonrelativistic Coulomb
propagator. His result is an infinite series involving Whittaker, Laguerre, Hermite, and error functions. How-
ever, he notes that at the nucleus, only error functions remain in the infinite series. Here, an off-diagonal
generalization of Blinder’s result at the nucleus is constructed. By relating this result to the Green function, it
is then shown that one is led in this latter representation to an explicit sum of Blinder’s infinite series. Finally,
contact is established between the present off-diagonal study and the recent work of Chibisovet al. [Phys. Rev.
Lett. 84, 451 (2000)] on the Coulomb Green function.
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Though numerous studies now exist of the nonrelativistic
Feynman propagator for a bare Coulomb field, the most ex-
plicit result known to the present writers is that contained in
the work of Blinder [1], where earlier references may be
found. Because the first part of the present Brief Report is
concerned with a direct generalization of Blinder’s work, we
shall adopt his notation below. Thus, we define the Feynman
propagator in terms of Coulomb wave functionscnsr d with
corresponding energiesEn as

Ksr 1,r 2,td = o
n

cnsr 1dcn
*sr 2dexps− iEntd. s1d

For compactness, Blinder introduces the variableb= it and
then the propagator has the form of a statistical mechanical
density matrixfwith b standing forskBTd−1g.

Blinder’s most explicit result is for the diagonal form
Ksr ,r ,bd. This is given in his Eq.(31) as an infinite series
involving Whittaker, Laguerre, Hermite, and error functions.
However, at the nucleusr =0, he notes thatKs0,0,bd is
given explicitly by [his Eq.(32)]

Ks0,0,bd = s2pbd−3/2 +
Z

2pb
+

1

p3/2s2bd1/2o
n=1

`

Zn
2

+
1

2p
o
n=1

`

Zn
3expsbZn

2/2derfcs− Zn
Îb/2d:Zn = Z/n.

s2d

Having referred to the statistical mechanical density matrix
with b;skBTd−1 above, we next note that March and Murray
f2,3g gave a quite explicit perturbation expansion in the po-
tential energyVsr d, throughout the present Brief Report spe-
cialized to the Coulomb form

Vsr d = Vsur ud = − Z/r s3d

of Ksr 1,r 2,bd, with plane waves constituting the unper-
turbed form. Here, we shall be able to make some analytical
progress with the off-diagonal generalizationKsr ,0 ,bd of

Blinder’s forms2d. Following March and Murrayf2g, we can
write from their Eq.s3.1d,

Ksr,0,bd = s2pbd−3/2exps− r2/2bd + OsZd, s4d

where evidently atr =0 the OsZd contribution in Eq.s4d is
Z/2pb from Blinder’s result in Eq.s2d above. Denoting the
OsZd term in Ksr ,0 ,bd by K1sr ,0 ,bd, the March-Murray
result f3g is then ssee also March, Young, and Sampanthar
f4gd

K1sr,0,bd = s2pbd−3/2 Z

2p
E r1 + ur − r 1u

r1
2ur − r 1u

3expS−
1

2b
sr1 + ur − r 1ud2Ddr 1, s5d

which can be evaluated to give

K1sr,0,bd = −
Z

23/2Îpb

exps− r2/2bd
r Fi erfS ir

Î2b
DG . s6d

This expressions6d is plotted as a function ofr for the two
values ofb recorded in Fig. 1. We have confirmed that, in
spite of its superficial appearance, Eq.s6d does indeed ex-
actly represent the purely real quantityK1sr ,0 ,bd given by
Eq. s5d. Higher-order terms are immediately available from
the March-Murray perturbation theory: it will be convenient
below to formally subsume these into a “remainder”
Rsr ,0 ,bd defined by

Ksr,0,bd − s2pbd−3/2exps− r2/2bd − K1sr,0,bd = Rsr,0,bd.

s7d

Rsr ,0 ,bd, of course, is intended thereby to represent the
summation of all terms ofOsZ2d and higher, and thus we can
write by comparison of Eqs.s2d and s7d that
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Rs0,0,bd =
1

p3/2s2bd1/2o
n=1

`

Zn
2 +

1

2p
o
n=1

`

Zn
3expsbZn

2/2d

3erfcs− Zn
Îb/2d. s8d

We turn next to consider the Green functionGsr 1,r 2,Ed,
which we again define, following Blinder’s Eq.s6d, as

Gsr 1,r 2,Ed = o
n

cnsr 1dcn
*sr 2d

E − En + i«
. s9d

We next note the important connection, to be exploited be-
low, that the Laplace transforms;Ld of Ksr 1,r 2,bd with
respect tobs→Ed is related to the Green function by

LKsr 1,r 2,bd = Gsr 1,r 2,− Ed. s10d

As the most elementary example, take the plane wave term
in Eq. s4d, and one finds from Laplace transform tablesf5g

Lfs2pbd−3/2exps− r2/2bdg =
exps− Î2Erd

r
. s11d

But the corresponding free-electron Green function
G0sr ,0 ,Ed is given by the outgoing spherical wave

G0sr,0,Ed =
expsikrd

r
,

k2

2
; E, s12d

and hence

Lfs2pbd−3/2exps− r2/2bdg = G0sr,0,−Ed. s13d

The merit of Eq.(10), with the special case(13) corre-
sponding toZ=0 in the present Coulomb study, is that it can
be used to sum the infinite series of terms in Eq.(8), as will
now be demonstrated. While, as is immediately clear from
Eq. (11), the Laplace transform ofKsr ,0 ,bd in Eq. (7) di-
verges asr →0, the quantityRsr ,0 ,bd defined in Eq.(7) has
a finite Laplace transform asr →0. Thus, we can immedi-
ately focus on the Blinder formRs0,0,bd in Eq. (8). Again,
using tables of Laplace transforms, we find

LRs0,0,bd = −
Zg

p
−

Z

p
CS1 −

Z
Î2E

D , s14d

where g.0.577 is Euler’s constant whileC denotes the
digamma function

Csxd =
d

dx
ln Gsxd. s15d

Though we have not presently succeeded in getting an ex-
plicit off-diagonal generalizationLRsr ,0 ,bd;DGsr ,0 ,−Ed
of Eq. s14d, we have thought it of interest to plot the right-
hand side of this equation for positiveE in Fig. 2 for Z=1.
For negativeE, a slightly different formula is needed,
namely,

LRs0,0,bd = −
Zg

p
−

Z

p
CS1 +

iZ
Î− 2E

D . s16d

We have not to date succeeded in inverting the Laplace
transform in Eq.s14d by purely analytic means, but progress
has proved possible by combining the scaling properties of
the quantityRs0,0,bd, in which of course the dependence on
atomic numberZ is implicit, with a formula for the inverse
Laplace transform due to Widdersf6g. Taking first the scal-
ing property ofRs0,0,bd given by Eq.s8d, it is a straight-
forward matter to demonstrate that

Rs0,0,bd =
1

s2pbd3/2FsZ2bd. s17d

Our aim below is then to determine the functionFsxd
introduced in Eq.(17) using the result of Widders for the
inverse Laplace transform of a functionfssd, namely,

L−1fssd = lim
n→`

F s− 1dn

n!
Gsn+1f sndssdus=n/t. s18d

While we are not able so far to use Eq.(14) exactly, we
have verified that, to graphical accuracy, one can evaluate
Eq. (18) to n=200, and the result thus obtained numerically

FIG. 1. TheOsZd term[Eq. (6)] K1sr ,0 ,bd in the March-Murray
expansion for the propagatorKsr ,0 ,bd for the Coulomb potential.
Results are shown here forZ=1 and for the valuesb=0.01 and
0.025

FIG. 2. Equation(14) for the Laplace transform of the remain-
der termRs0,0,bd. The caseZ=1 is shown.
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for s2pbd3/2Rs0,0,bd is plotted as a function ofb in Fig.
3(a). But Eqs.(6) and (7) allow Ks0,0,bd to be determined
from

Ks0,0,bd =
1

s2pbd3/2 +
Z

2pb
+ Rs0,0,bd, s19d

and using Fig. 3sad, s2pbd3/2Ks0,0,bd is shown as a func-
tion of b in Fig. 3sbd. For comparison, we show also in Fig.
3sbd both small x and large x analytical forms of
s2pbd3/2Ks0,0,bd. Specifically, the small-x form is readily
shown from the work of Blinderf1g to be given by

s2pbd3/2Ks0,0,bd = 1 + s2pbd1/2Z + 4Îp
zs2d

Gs1/2dS x

2
D

+ 4Îp
zs3d
Gs1dS x

2
D3/2

+ ¯ , s20d

wherezsnd is the Riemann zeta function. As to the large-x
form, one knows that for sufficiently largeb the Feynman
propagator withb= it is dominated by the lowest bound state
with wave function

c1ssrd = SZ3

p
D1/2

exps− Zrd, s21d

which yields almost immediately, since the bound-state en-
ergy e0=−Z2/2,

Ksr,0,bdb→` = SZ3

p
D1/2

c1ssrdexpSZ2b

2
D , s22d

and hence

s2pbd3/2Ksr,0,bdb→` = exps− Zr + Z2b/2d
s2pbZ2d3/2

p
.

s23d

This limiting form s23d is also plotted atr =0 as a function of
b in Fig. 3sbd and is in satisfactory accord with the approxi-
mation in which then→` in the formulas18d is replaced by
n=200. Weconclude therefore thatKs0,0,bd is known to
satisfactory numerical accuracy for all values ofx=Z2b.

From the investigation of March and Murray[3,4], we
have the integral equation forKsr ,0 ,bd as

Ksr,0,bd = K0sr,0,bd +E dr 1E
0

b

db1K0sr ,r 1,b − b1d

3
Z

r1
Ksr 1,0,b1d s24d

or

LKsr,0,bd = LK0sr,0,bd +E dr 1LK0sr ,r 1,bd
Z

r1
LKsr 1,0,bd.

s25d

This is equivalent to the integral equation forGsr ,0 ,−Ed:

Gsr,0,−Ed =
exps− Î2Erd

r
+E exps− Î2Eur − r 1ud

ur − r 1u
Z

r1

3Gsr 1,0,−Eddr 1. s26d

Since the recent paper by Chibisovet al. [7] is also con-
cerned with the Coulomb Green function, it seems appropri-
ate to establish contact between their work and our own stud-
ies. First, we note the spatial generalization of Kato’s
theorem by one of us[8], namely,

] r

] r
= −

2Z

a0
rssrd, s27d

whereZ is the atomic number,a0 is the Bohr radius"2/me2,
while rssrd is the “s-state sl =0d only” contribution to the
total densityrsrd, Eq. s27d being valid for an arbitrary num-
ber of closed shells. In passing, we note that Eq.s15d of
Chibisovet al. [7] is a special case of Eq.(27) applying to a
single closed shell of principal quantum numbern. Summing
their Eq.(15) over an arbitrary number of closed shells leads
directly to Eq.(27).

FIG. 3. (a) The quantitys2pbd3/2Rs0,0,bd for Z=1, evaluated
using Widder’s formula for the inverse Laplace tranform of Eq.
(14), with n=200; (b) s2pbd3/2Ks0,0,bd for Z=1, evaluated from
Eq. (19). The small-b and large-b approximate forms of Eqs.(20)
and (23) at r =0 are also shown for comparison.
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However, the most important result of Chibisovet al. [7],
as indeed they stress, which follows from their Green’s func-
tion analysis, is their Eq.(10) which reads, in the present
context,

gnsr ,Rd =
4Znffn08 sZnydfn0sZnxd − fn0sZnydfn08 sZnxdg

sx − yd
,

x = r + R+ ur − Ru, y = r + R− ur − Ru. s28d

This implies that the Dirac density matrix for thenth closed
shell is itself uniquely determined by thes-state density
rnssrd, or alternatively by itss-state wave functioncn00srd
=fn0srd / r =rns

1/2srd. Whereas we have not presently been
able to sum Eq.s28d over n to get gsr ,r 8d, the result of
Komarov f9g sand independently of Theophilou and
March f10gd, which is valid for an arbitrary number of
closed shells for the total Dirac matrix, and reads

gsr ,Rd = −
1

sx − ydS ]

] x
−

]

] y
DFxygsS x

2
,
y

2
DG , s29d

shows that, since

gssr,Rd ; o
closed shells

gnssr,Rd, s30d

thes-state density matrix determines the total matrixgsr ,Rd.
Unfortunately, to date we have not succeeded in finding a

closed form forgssr ,Rd for an arbitrary number of closed
shells. The obvious merit of Eq.s10d of Chibisovet al. [7] is
that only the diagonal densityrnssrd is needed to determine
gnsr ,Rd, i.e., the total Dirac matrix of thenth closed shell.

In the above context, Heilmann and Lieb[11] have
summed the squares of the hydrogenic wave functions
cnlmsr d over l andm and then overn from one to infinity, i.e.,
over the entire bound-state spectrum. It would be of interest,
we feel, if thenth shell Dirac matrix in Eq.(10) of Chibisov
et al. [7] had a limit asn→`, but so far we have not been
able to prove, or disprove, such a conjecture. However, the
properties of the particular Whittaker functionWn as n→`
(see Eq.(8) of Ref. [7]) seem to hold the key to establish, or
disprove, this speculation.

In summary, the main results obtained here are embodied
in Eqs.(6) and(14), which have led us to construct Figs. 1–3
above. We have also established the relation between the
study of Chibisovet al. [7] and the spatial generalization of
Kato’s theorem[8] set out in Eq.(27) above.
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